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LaW-Sc'h~o«-•··-"0"'"'""··1·--UnVeits N efSOn POrtrait 
by Bernie Pellegrino . 
On Wednesday March 9, a com-
memorative portrait of Judge David 
S. Nelson was unveiled in the Stuart 
Hall corridor. Dean Daniel Co-
quillette presided over the ceremony 
dedicating the painting in honor of . 
the distinguished U.S. District 
Court Judge. The unveiling itself was 
conducted by Father J. Donald Mon-
an, S.J., President of Boston College. 
Nelson, a 1957 Boston College 
graduate, and a 1960 graduate of the 
Law School, was honored for his out-
standing achievements in the legal 
field and his unyielding support to 
the Law School community. Upon 
graduation from BCLS Nelson be-
gan practicing law with Robert Oer-
teri in downtown Boston. He 
continued in that practice until 1973, 
when he was appointed as a Mas-
sachusetts Superior Court Judge. 
Judge Nelson was further honored in 
1979 when he was nominated as 
United State District Court Judge. 
He still presides over the U.S. Dis-
trict Court bench. , 
Judge Nelson has also given much 
back to his alma mater. He has 
served on the school's Board of 
Trustees since 1970. In 1975 he was 
named to the executive committee of 
Dean Coquillette and Father Monan look on as Judge Nelson address the crowd 
at the unveiling 
that group where he served until 
1984, when he was named Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees. Judge Nel-
son's chctirmanship extended until 
1987. 
The Nels on dedication was the 
first of four similar portrait honorar-
iums that will take place over the 
next few months. On March 22, the 
late Judge Thomas Lawless, a 1934 
graduate who served for twenty five 
years on the United State Bankrupt-
cy Court, the last two as the Court's 
first Chief Justice, will be honored. 
On May 4, Sheila McGovern's por-
trait will be hung in recognition of 
her service to the school's Alumni · 
Association and her contribution as 
a role Ihodel for female graduates. 
Finally on June 6, ceremonies will be 
held commemorating the 35 years of 
service of the late Cornelius Moyni-
han as a faculty member at the law 
school. 
Nelson's dedication was attended 
by many of his distinguished peers 
in the Boston legal community. The 
Judge expressed his heart-felt 
thanks for being honored with such 
a "Life-like portrait" and hoped that 
its dedication ~would help inspire 
many current and future BCLS stu-
dents to excel in their legal studies. 
I 
First Year Curriculum Revisions Complete 
by Deirdre Cunnane 
The first-year experiment is com-
plete, the results are in, and the new 
first-year curriculum is being im-
plemented. The First-Year Curricu-
lum subcommittee of the 
Educational Policy Committee 
(EPC) was co-chaired by Judy 
McMorrow and Frank Upham. The 
Committee, after reviewing and 
evaluating the experimental first-
year curriculum for the academic 
years 1985-86, 1986-87, and the cur-
rent 1987-88 year, proposed the 
adoption of "Option B-1 ", which has 
been adopted by the administration 
and faculty. This choice was based 
on the successes and shortcomings 
of the experimental years and the 
goals of the school for their first-year 
curriculum. 
In accordance with Option B-1, 
first-year students will be initiated 
into BCLS by a week long "Fun-
damentals" course. This week-long 
seminar will be comprised of both 
small group components, and large 
lectures. The seminar will present an 
overview of the law, including legal 
concepts such as precedent and stare 
decisis, along with an introduction 
to the legal system, and to the study 
of law. It will address questions of 
justice, the legal profession and will 
provide students with the tools they 
need to get into cases. 
The year that follows basically 
breaks down into three time periods: 
14 weeks contained in the first 
semester (Tl), 4 weeks at the begin-
ning to the second semester (T2), 
and the remaining 12 weeks of the 
second semester (T3). (See diagram 
on p. ). 
During the first semester, first 
year students will take Civil Proce-
dure, either Torts or Contracts, 
Property, Legal Research and Writ-
ing, and Constitutional Law. The 
only class which will not continue 
into the second semester is Constitu-
tional Law. However, an upper lev-
el course in Constitutional Law will 
be required. 
Civil Procedure and either Torts or 
Contracts will continue into the first 
four weeks of the second semester. 
At the end of these four weeks, both 
classes will end and students will 
take finals in these courses. 
Students will take ILPR begin-
ning in the second semester (T2), as 
well as, either Torts or Contracts 
(whichever course did not st~rt in 
Tl). These courses will continue un-
til the end of the year. Additionally, 
at the beginning of T3, Property and 
Legal Research and Writing will re-
sume and continue throughout the 
second semester. 
Portions of the Legal Process 
course, legislative and administra-
tion process, will be covered in the 
Property course to be taught next 
year by Professors Plater and 
Huber. Eventually, these Legal 
Process points will be contained in 
the Constitutional Law classes. 
These revisions were made in 
response to student and faculty in-
put. The Committee found that stu-
dents were more opposed to Legal 
Process than to ILPR. A clear 
majority of the students reacted 
positively to ILPR, and the ILPR 
faculty believe that students ob-
tained significant educational ad-
vantages from the course. There are 
plans to modify the course and shift 
it to first semester, if the Commit-
tee, faculty, and students determine 
that this "hands-on" introduction to 
lawyering would be more appropri-
ate in the first semester. However, 
presently there is insufficient time 
available to restructure the course 
for first semester. 
On the other hand, Legal Process 
will not be offered as a full semester 
course. The feedback received relat-
ing to Legal Process revealed a large 
measure of student hostility to the 
Hart and Sacks materials. Although 
students were resistant to the 
course, most students in retrospect 
found the materials helpful, especial-
ly the legislative and statutory in-
terpretation portions of the course. 
Because this material is not covered 
in any of the law school courses, a 
section of the course materials deal-
ing with legislative and administra-
tive process will be covered by the 
Property classes next year . 
However, it is doubtful that the 
Hart and Sacks text will 3e used. 
Property will be the only common 
law course that will have six rather 
than five credits because of this ad-
dition. Eventually, the Committee 
plans to have this material covered 
by the Constitutional Law will be 
offered first semester with a re-
quired second-year Constitutional 
Law II course. This revision is due 
to the Committee's concern that the 
reduction of the Con. Law course 
into a three-credit course resulted in 
inconsistent coverage between sec-
tions and that students had little ex-
posure to the structure of 
government and other fundamental 
constitutional law principles. The 
new curriculum provides for a stan-
dardized Con. Law I course which 
will cover the commerce clause, fed-
eralism, and the separation of pow-
ers, etc. In addition, students will be 
required to take a Con. Law II 
course covering at least due process 
and equal protection in their second 
year. 
Furthermore, the Committee 
found the "semesterization" of Civ. 
Pro. only modestly successful. 
Therefore, Civ. Pro. in the new cur-
riculum will be for five, rather than 
four, credits and will continue into 
the first part of the second semester. 
One of the more substantial revi-
sions to the curriculum is the in-
crease of Legal Research and 
Writing to five , rather than three, 
Continued on page 2 
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Dog Day J\f ter~~,~~ru~ th:, 
It's time to lick the wounds, pack ~ew weeks) Aipnl will be about as en- familiar scriot: 
watch for a little while. Personally, 
I enjoy chasing cars up and down 
the street as a way of getting a few 
jollies. (Editor's Note of Caution: the bags, maybe even buy the books Joyable ~s . a _da:y a~ 
the groomers. .Student 1: What makes Blacka~re 
~d head home for Easter recess. Be- Som_e thmgs m hfe JUSt are not fu~, separate and unique from Oliver's 
hmd us now are the tattered rem- ~d m law school, ~he month of April farm in Green Acres? 
nants of the March calendar we have is one of th0se thmgs. St d t 2· I ' t b t d · 
Humans should not try this at home 
without canine adult supervision. 
The Legal Beagle has become an ex-
pert in this field only after nearly 25 
years of rigorous training.) If that's 
not your cup ot' tea, maybe some 
golf, tennis, or even a brisk walk 
with man's best friend (it is be kind 
to animal month you know) will help 
to make the dog day afternoons 
more bearable. 
N · ht k "H . B 1 u en . m no sure, u o you marauded through with such mad- ow you rmg as ' . ey . eag e think it would be effected if the 
ness. All that's left now is a few what can we do to avoid this tor- NLRB' . t t t · fth NLRA 
t ?" T b f tl h • h s m erpre a 10n o e relaxing days at home with our fa- ure. 0 e per_ ec Y oneSt wit as it ertains to the AFL-CIO im-




milies, a couple of good meals, and 
next Monday's sports spectacular 
double-header- the Red Sox opener 
and the NCAA finals. Then it will be 
time to hook up the wagons and 
head down the home stretch. Better 
get accustomed to the friendly con-
fines of your little canine abode be-
cause the dog day afternoons are 
quickly approaching. 
Now if it sounds like I'm.trying to 
depress · you, you 're right, because 
for many of you (especially my mis-
guided first-year colleagues who will 
be taking two finals over the next 
. , . pac e m any way upon e 
mg. You ve made your proverbial . " 
bed, and now it's time to take a lit- U.C.C. · · .m Tennessee t 
tle nap! I'm sure you all had fun in St~dent 1: Not unless you can ex-
the sun during spring break, didn't plam how ~00 _years of Supre~e 
you? Did you have fun watching the Court cons~itut10nal c~msternat10n 
NCAA tourney? I bet you had a coalesces with the_ noti?n okf three 
great laugh at the Law Revue show, coequal branches i~ this countr~. 
and a few beers at the alumni ba h Student 2: I would, if you could first 
afterwards? And I'm sure you :ll partic~larize from -~hat econon:uc 
had a terrific St. Patty's and St. educat10nal, and political standpmnt 
Joseph's day? Well folks , now it's I sh?u~d ~ound my answer m to 
time to pay the price!! maxirmze its ll:cc~ptance among the 
Yes, in April we all frantically try moderat7 maJonty of the BCLS 
to rekindle t ! ·J fire under our ·smol- commumty. 
dering academic state of affairs. The However, there are some simple 
flame that flickered in December has motor functions that can be per-
long since been doused by gallons of ~ormed to m~ke this period les~ tax-
Bar Review beers and Willow Street mg. (God, Im sorry I ment10ned 
whiskeys. tax.) But seriously, some basic phys-
Our minds become spastic, -im- ical exercise and mental relaxation 
penetrable to normal human can be really helpful. Now by this I 
thought, and paralyzed by a Bobby don't mean that you have to go out 
C-like insistence to answer any ques- and run the Marathon on the 18th, 
tion with another question. For ex- but you might want to headover and 
ample, a typical conversation in 
So, as you can clearly see, time is 
running out. As D-day approaches 
everyone begins to get a little fran-
tic, and in doing so perpetuates the 
universal acceptance of the dog day 
April afternoon phenomenon . 
Realistically , given the state of na-
ture of law school in general. such 
high tensions must be expected, if 
not accepted, during the last weeks 
of the school year. However, this be-
ing Boston College Law School we 
should all do whatever possible to 
help minimize the adverse effects 
upon one another. Listen to the Bea-
gle, make an effort to relieve some 
of the druggery, and don't let these 
dog day afternoons leave vou down 
and out! · · 
April Showers with Rosie 
I was just sitting here with my ans everything becomes a target for her that I want "in" . The adminis- and the estate of Ewell Gibbons) 
girlfriend April, gearing up for the lampoon in the Alledging issue. tration also scheduled a " mock 4. International & Comparative 
stretch run at BCLS. Yes, it's April Even good ol' Rosie himself is paro- class" for the prospective first-years. NIA (it's been so long since they put 
Fools' Day at BCLS, and that me- died in the sophomoric supplement I assume mock crossword puzzles one out, they can 't remember who 
which Mr. Pellegrino and his min- were distributed to the students in wanted one!) 
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ions have so hastily put together. I the back row of Room 411. Rosie Speaking of law school publica-
guess nothing is sacred these days! doesn't know who taught the mock tions, is there anything so informa-
Several wry readers of this column class, but suggests that Professor tive and concise as the Counselor? In 
have suggested that I write a seri- ~atz ~d it, since most students con- fact, the only aspect of the Counselor 
ous essay about legal issues as a sider his lectures a mockery anyway. that detracts from ol' Rosie 's read-
parody of my usual irreverent ram- In any event the simulated class ing pleasure is the recurring LSA 
blings about life at this fine institu- ,,should adequately prepare these poll . Not only does the usual LSA 
tional learning facility. Thanks for potential stu?ents for Moot Court poll deal with such pressing campus 
the suggestion, but I think I'll save and Mock Tnal at BCLS, eventual- issues as snow removal and street 
the legal essays for sometime in mid- ly ~ulminating in Mock P lacement hockey in t he Quonset Hut, but also 
May, when my audience is a bunch assistance, a Moot Job and Monop- it attracts the response of at least 
of geeky law professors who don 't oly money upon graduation. 3% of the student body. For in-
find the law at all humorous. Mean- Another not event on campus stance, the results of the last LSA 
while, let's keep cooking while the which should garner the attention of poll was: Affirmative-4; Negative-2; 
pot is boiling, as George Brown the in-depth A/ledger Sports section and 1 ballot invalid because both 
would say. is t he upcoming BCLS Publications responses were checked off. 
Rosie hopes all of you enjoyed the Basketball Tournament to be heJd in Finally, Rosie would like to ask 
Law Revue show as much as, I did. the ultramodern Quonset Hut. The the administration to get moving on 
I especially loved that 60's anthem, law reviews, the U.C.C. Reporter hosting the MPRE's next year. 
"Me and Bobby C." As a veteran of and the Alledger will comprise the BCLS third-years got shipped off to 
"American Lee(gal History) with field of six teams. Originally, Tom such fine academic institutions as 
Bobby C. for the Easy B " , I can ful- Kerner had omitted the Alledger Salem State, Aquinas Junior College 
ly appreciate the talents of this con- from the contenders, claiming that and Merrimack College to take this 
stitutional scholar and world-class it. was not a BCLS publication. silly requirement for most state 
walker. Sometimes, I find myself However, Rosie convinced him that, bars. At Aquinas the examination 
emulating the man; as I caress a since our subscription totals over was administered by a group of 
peanut M&M between my thumb 800 people (including faculty, the nuns! Apparently, if one of the pen-
and forefinger and ask anyone law library and the students) and no guins caught you glancing over at 
standing nearby, "Well . . . Whadda law review on campus reaches 100, another examinee's desk, she 'd give 
you think?" While I'm on the sub- the A/ledger is in fact the most · you a rap across the hands with a 
ject of gut classes at BCLS, I might prominent BCLS publication. By the wooden ruler. Salem State crowded 
as well mention some other classics. way in the interest of full disclosure about 120 people into a room the size 
Dispute Negotiations requires no the subscription totals for the law of 402, so that every five minutes 
test and no paper. Instead, par- reviews at BCLS are: you'd have the obese proctor's belt-
ticipants merely settle ... for a B +. 1. Generic - 98 (97 law libraries and line about three inches from your 
Rosie also heartily recommends En- Judge Nelson). face. Well, here 's this bi-week's 
vironmental Law for a quick B 2. Third World Law Journal - (3 in lookalikes. It's only a small step 
served on a silver Zyg Platter. In the Western Hemisphere). from the Land of Make Believe to 
fact, the Law School will discontinue 3. Environmental Affairs - 12 (11 Federal Wealth Transfer Tax, isn't 
the present motto, "ever to excel", communes in the Pacific Northeast it. 
and replace it with, "you can pay, 
you can stay." 
Who attended the simulated Bar 
Review on March 18th? The ad-
ministration figured that after the 
Saint Patty's blowout the day be-
fore, th~ admitted applicants would 
be greeted by a better behaved and 
more subdued law school student 
community. The result was that any 
prospective student, who donned 
one of those stupid nametags and at-
tended this "party", thinks that Bar 
Review consists of a group of 
representatives from the various 
student organizations dressed semi-
formally having quiet discussions in 
a music-less room. Boy, that would 
certainly encourage me to call up 




Mister Fred Rogers 
LSA Update 
by Alicia Murphy 
Graduation As one of the upcoming 
events for the class of 1988, the LSA 
will be sponsoring a nighttime cruise 
on the Boston Harbor. The cruise 
will take place on May 24th from 9 
p.m. - 12, and will be leaving from 
Long Wharf. The ship will be the 
Martha Washington chartered from 
the Massachussets Bay line. There 
will be a D.J., free food and a cash bar. 
Tickets are only $5 per person and 
will go on sale April 4th. Significant 
others are more than welcome. 
Field Day The LSA Field Day will 
be held on Friday, April 22. For all 
the first years and anyone who may 
have missed this event last year, it's 
a great opportunity to relax, drink 
beer and watch students and faculty 
attempt to display their athletic 
abilities on a Friday afternoon. The 
afternoon's events will include the 
student-faculty basketball game, the 
finals of the B.C.L.S. Publications 
basketball tournament, relay races 
and of course the infamous tug of 
war. The LSA is actively recruiting 
basketball players from all classes in 
a desperate attempt to avenge last 
year's disappointing loss to the 
faculty so if you are interested, 
please speak to one of the LSA Reps. 
Oops, We Goofed Again! 
The editorial staff extends its 
apologies to Roy Gardner and Melis-
. sa Clark whose by-lines were inad-
vertently left off their front page 
stories in the March 11th edition. 
Roy wrote the piece on Judge Bork's 
address at B.C. and Melissa inter-
viewed Lindsay Carlisle about the 
current state of our financial as-
sistance. 
Elections LSA elections will be held 
on April 20 - 21 , the winners to be 
announced at Field Day on Friday. 
Petitions will be available on April 
1 and will be due on the eighth so 
start planning your campaigns 
soon!! 
Softball The softball championships 
rescheduled from the fall will be held 
on Saturday, April 23. Details will 
be forthcoming. If you have any 
questions, contact Tom Knowlton or 
Geoff Shapiro. 
Miscellaneous The LSA is current-
ly working with the BSA to plan a 
reception for judges, bailiffs, wit-
nesses and all others who have par-
ticipated in student competitions 
this year. Watch the Counselor for 
further announcements. 
Starting this week, the LSA will 
be purchasing a number of maga-
zines, including Time, Rolling Stone, 
Sports Illustrated and People, which 
will be left in the Student Lounge for 
everyone to read. We hope to be able 
to continue this activity without any 
fear that magazines may start to 
mysteriously disappear so please 
give us your cooperation. 
The LSA is also working on get-
ting another hour a week at the Plex, 
in addition to the time currently 
reserved for basketball, for those 
who are interested in karate. 
The LSA has arranged for the_ ad-
ministration to purchase three new 
picnic tables for the courtyard out-
side the library so if the weather 
warms up before finals there will be 
a place for people to relax and enjoy 
the sun. · 
Finally all indications are that the 
computers should be installed in the 
library by the time this article is 
published. If they are not, keep your 
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Graduation Gala Ball 
by Shawn Sullivan 
On Thursday evening, May 26, the 
Class of 1988 will hold its Gradua-
tion Gala Ball at the majestic Crane 
Estate in Ipswich, Massachusetts. 
The Crane Mansion, and its sur-
rounding grounds has been the film-
ing site for several movies, including 
the recent Witches of Eastwick. Lo-
cated about an hour's drive north of 
the campus, the estate has a beauti-
ful ocean view. 
Those wise enough to attend the 
Ball are assured of a wonderful even-
ing, beginning with the soothing 
sounds of a string quartet from 7-9 
p.m. The tempo will increase as a live 
band offers dancing from 9 p.m.-
midnight. Sumptuous appetizers, 
hors d'oeuvres and desserts, sub-
stantial enough to satisfy even the 
hearty appetite, will be served 
throughout the evening. A cash bar 
will be available for all who wish to 
partake in the "spirit" of the even-
ing. Luxury motor coach transpor-
tation, available for a nominal fee, 
will be provided to everyone who in-
dicates by April 14th, their desire to 
utilize such travel. 
Be sure to join your classmates in 
feting the end of our law school 
career, in what will certainly prove 
to be The social event of our three 
year internment. Tickets to the 
black-tie optional Ball will go on sale 
beginning Monday, April 11, in the 
cafeteria, for $25. 
Mock Trial Tealll Heads 
to National Finals 
Bernie Pellegrin,o 
The BCLS Mock Trial teams 
dominated this year's Northeast 
Regionals, with both squads advanc-
ing to the Nationals in Dallas, Texas 
from March 24-26. The BC L team 
Jack Cinquergrana, the team 
coach, was thrilled by the perfor-
mance of both BCLS squads. BC's 
last appearance in the finals was in 


















comprised of Michael Perino, Mary 
Jo Johnson and Leon Rodriguez won 
the title defeating the BC A team of 
Meg Mahoney, Chris Dillon and Lin-
da Or in the final round. By virtue 
of their one-two finish, both teams 
earned the right to compete in Dal-
las against 20 schools from the 10 
other regions. 
honors as the region's best advocate. 
As a result of their success at the 
Regionals, both squads enter the 
Nationals confident of their ability 
to perform at the level necessary to 
bring the title home. 
Probably the most important fac-
tor for the teams' success at the 
regionals was the high quality of 
BC's own Mock Trial format this 
fall. Congratulations to both BC 
teams and good luck on the road to 
Dallas. 
by.JR1ga 
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How Do You Feel About the Social Life 
at the Law School? VIEWPOINT: 
By Cecile Garcia and Bernie Pelligrino 
Aaron Nisenson, 1 L 
"If there was Bar Review every 
day it would be a lot better." 
Lori Grifa, 3L 
Grant Levy, 3L 
"I've always had a good time-
except for those parties at Willow 
Street." 
Rick Gemma, 3L 
Larry Holland, 2L 
"And I thought Notre Dame was 
bad.'' 
Linda Or, 3L 
Martha Zackin, 2L 
"What social life?" 
Steve Kelly, 2L 
"The law school is the center of 
my social universe." 
"With the California Street gang 
in charge (i.e.-the luge run), the so-
cial life has been fine but I think 
there should be more nude beach 
parties this spring." 
"I think it's petty good but the 
3L's don't get to see each other 
much anymore.'' · 
"It's too sobering a thought." 
To Attend: 
BAR/BRI 
FIRST YEAR REVIEW 
HELPS YOU MAKE THE GRADE 
As a BAR/BR I enrollee you will receive the First Year Review Volume which 
contains a detailed subject matter outline for each subject. Practice essays 
and short answer questions (all with model answers) are included. 
These outlines are current, up-to-date and prepared by BAR/BR l's outstanding 
faculty for the First Year Review Program. 
Videotape First Year Review Lecture Schedule, 1988 
(all lectures begin at 10:00 am) 
CIVIL PROCEDURE ____ Monday, April 4 
CONTRACTS Friday, April 8 
REAL PROPERTY Monday, April 11 
TORTS Friday, April 15 
CRIMINAL LAW Monday, April 18 
Location: 
All first year students are welcome to attend 
any one lecture at no charge. BAR/BR I 
enrollees may attend all lectures free. A First Year 
Review Volume will be included with your $50 
BAR/BRI registration. 
At the BAR/BR I office, 160 Commonwealth Ave. 
(side entrance at 290 Dartmouth St.) in the Lower 
Concourse classroom-by T, take Green Line to 
Copley Station. 
FIND OUT HOW GOOD FIRST YEAR CAN BE 
~ 160 Commonwealth Ave. • Boston, MA 02116 • (617) 437-1171 
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FIRST AND· SECOND YEAR STUDENTS 
DID YOU KNOW? 
There is a way to obtain a commission as a Marine Officer for Law School students called 
the Platoon Leaders Class Program. 
The PLC Law Program requires no interruption of your academic career or Bar preparation. 
This program is totally voluntary and requires no commitment to full-time active duty 
unless you want it. · 
This program offers a voluntary internship summer program for qualified participants at 
a major Marine Corps Staff Judge Advocate office. 
You'll get first-hand experience in the courtroom right from the start, handling cases 
in a wi-devariety of subject from international to contracts to criminal law. 
For information about this exciting and challenging program, contact Captain Mike Dunford 
at (617) 451-3012 or see your Placement Director. 
The SMH Approach 
Comprehensive Texts 
,, Your written materials are concise, 
complete, easy to absorb, and 
never superfluous.,, 
Billinger Selected · For 
Commercial Law Post 
by Mark Lavoie 
The Faculty Appointments com-
mittee has announced the selection 
of Professor Ingrid M. Hillinger as 
the newest member of the Boston 
College Law School Faculty. Profes-
sor Hillinger is currently an Associ-
ate Professor at the Marshall-Wythe 
School of Law, at the College of Wil-
liam and Mary, where she has 
taught courses in Commercial Law, 
Bankruptcy, Secured Transactions, 
Contracts and Family Law. Upon 
her arrival at the law school next 
fall, Professor Hillinger will fill the 
void in the Commercial Law depart-
ment created by the death of profes-
sor William F. Willier over two and 
a half years ago. 
Professor Mark Brodin, Chairper-
son of the Faculty Appointments 
Committee, was openly enthusiastic 
with the selection, stating: "Profes-
sor Hillinger is a fantastic appoint-
ment,." · Citing her national 
prominence and important writings 
in the field of Commercial Law, her 
significant accomplishments and te-
nured position at the Marshall-
Wythe School of Law, as well as her 
reputation for being a "great col-
league' ', Professor Brodin character-
ized the appointment as a "steal" for 
Boston College Law School. 
Although it was a steal, it was not 
an easy one. Indeed, the selection of 
Professor Hillinger marks the culmi-
nation of an intensive two year na-
tional search to fill the vacant 
Commercial Law position. The 
Faculty Appointments Committee, 
which consists of twelve faculty 
members and three students, 
reviewed over 120 resumes before 
granting initial interviews to twenty 
candidates. Six candidates were 
chosen for second interviews from 
this initial group, and Professor Hil-
linger was then selected from these 
candidates. 
The move to Boston College Law 
School from Virginia will be a 
homecoming of sorts for Professor 
Hillinger who is a graduate of Con-
cord Academy in Massachusetts. 
Professor Hillinger received her A.B. 
in Philosophy from Barnard College 
in 1968 as a Phi Beta Kappa and 
Cum Laude graduate. She received 
her J.D. from the Marshall-Wythe 
School of Law in 1976 where she 
finished fifth in her class. After 
graduation she became an Adjunct 
Professor at Marshall-Wythe for two 
years before being promoted to As-
sistant Professor in 1979, and As-
sociate Professor, a position she has 
held since 1983. Additionally, 
'Professor Hillinger has served as a 
visiting professor at Emory Law 
School and the University of Texas 
Law School at Austin. 
Although Professor Hillinger is 
most noted for her work in Commer-
cial Law where she has authored 
publications in both Article Two and 
Article Nine of the U.C.C., she has 
also made significant contributions 
in the areas of Family Law and 
Domestic Relations. 
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credit hours. the course will be 
taught for almost the full year. The 
Committee was concerned that the 
students were not given adequate 
time in the one semester course to 
develop their research, writing and 
analytical skills. Additionally, some 
faculty noted a decrease in the writ-
ing skills of students under the ex-
perimental curriculum. Students 
also consistently commented that 
they would like more LRW in the 
first year. 
The Chair of the EPC, Zyg Plater, 





mittee performed. The process of 
revising the first year curriculum 
was started over two years ago by 
Judy McMorrow. The faculty has 
since devoted numerous hours of de-
bate in full session discussing the re-
visions. Professor Plater felt that 
this debate is "what law school is all 
about". The Committee, he said, was 
faced with a series of impossibilities, 
and were able to achieve much of the 
educational goals, while avoiding 
curriculum and scheduling 
problems. He further commented 





resulted in a "good product". 
The members of the first-year cur-
riculum committee, co-chaired by 
Judy McMorrow and Frank Upham, 
included Professors: Bloom, Blum, 
Brown, Fox, Gionfriddo, Hamby, 
Lichtenstein, Liebman, Loder and 
Dean Smith, along with law stu-
dents Rona Gregory, Cheryl Maier 
_ and Kevin Curtin. 
Kevin Curtin, one of the student 
representatives, commented that the 
students were well represented and 
very active in the process. He said 
that the Committee worked very 
SECOND SEMESTER 
hard to accommodate students' con-
cerns and attempted · to make the 
first year of law school less stress-
ful by structuring the curriculum to 
space out finals and decrease the 
number of courses students were 
taking at any one time. Curtin com-
mented that the Committee was not 
affected by the "prevailing mentali-
ty that the first-year of law school 
is a right of passage, or that law 
school should be a type of bootcamp 
for workaholics". 
BCLS should be grateful for the 
time and dedication that was in-
volved in revising the first-year cur-
riculum. Let's hope it works. The 
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Hello from the B.C. chapter of the 
Law Student Division (more affec-
tionately known as the LSD) of the 
ABA. Despite rumours to the con-
trary we are alive and well and liv-
ing in L114 next to JLSA, LALSA 
and BALSA. Thanks to the efforts 
of our friendly neighborhood LSA 
we acquired the office space this 
semester. I'm here now to tell you 
what has been, is, and will be going 
on. 
To begin with the officers of the 
B.C.ABA are: Tony Roncalli and 
. The SMH Approach 
Expert · Lecturers 
,, I found your thorough, 
no-nonsense teaching 
style very helpful . 




the difference. ,, 
Cindy Slawek, co-chairpersons; Hal-
lie Miller, Treasurer; Susan Henry, 
Secretary, and Andrea Brantner and 
Jack Sylvia, LSD Reps. It has been 
· a somewhat quiet year so far, but 
nonetheless we have been active. In 
the fall we donated money to help 
PILF bring Ralph Nader to B.C. to 
speak. Early this semester we or-
ganized and ran the 1988 Regional 
Client Counseling Competition. We 
also sold "Case Briefs" which are 
just that, jockey shorts with famous 
cases printed on them. They were a 
highly popular item and will proba-
bly be sold again in a cafeteria near 
you. 
Currently we are working on refur-
bishing our office and planning ac-
tivities for the Spring. Some of those 
plans are our Spring Membership 
Drive, working with the LSA to 
bring in a speaker, and organizing a 
fun run, "}:lace Judicata", with other 
area law schools to be run April 16 
to benefit the Greater Boston Legal 
Services. 
This is really just a quick list of 
what we're doing. If you are interest-
ed in joining the ABA or would like 
to know more about us please con-
tact any one of the officers listed 
above. We invited anyone who's in-
terested to attend meetings. If your 
group would like support in some 
project, just let us know. 
HHR Conference Set 
The coordinators of the 
Holocaust/Human Rights Research 
Project are pleased to announce our 
Third International Conference on 
Holocaust and Human Rights Law. 
The conference will be held on Sun-
day, April 10 and Monday, April 11. 
It will bring together some of the 
world's most renowned experts on 
anti-persecutor legislation as well as 
· participants in war crimes trials 
from several foreign . countries. 
Sunday, April 10 
Panel 1: Legal Responses to World 
War II Persecutors: New Efforts at 
an Era's End 
This panel will explore the recent 
legislative developments in Canada, 
England, and Australia pertaining 
to World War· II persecutors and 
compare them to the American legal 
approach. 
Panel 2: Eastern European Legal 
Responses to World War II Perse-
cutors 
This panel will provide an interdis-
ciplinary perspective on the 
Holocaust in a legal and historical 
context. Panelists will discuss the 
problems associated with oral tes-
timonies, the courtroom responses 
to survivor witnesses, and the differ-
ence between the historical and legal 
approach to the fact-finding process 
in light of current developments in 
German revisionist history. 
Monday, April 11 
Panel 1: Recent Prosecutions of 
Persecutors: An Update 
This panel will update the au-
. dience on the Demjanjuk and Barbie 
cases, as well as the recent activities 
of the Office of Special Investiga-
tions in the United States. 
Panel 2: Western European Trials 
of Persecutors: Two Contexts 
This panel will examine two 
Western European country's 
responses to war criminals by 
government officials who participat-
ed in the prosecutions. 
Panel 3: Special Topics in U.S. Im-
migration Policy 
This panel will focus on several is-
sues, among those being the tension 
between national security and hu-
man rights and refugee concerns ver-
sus human rights violations. 
Panel 4: A Debate on Extrater-
ritorial Jurisdiction 
This panel will raise the legal ar-
guments for and against allowing a 
nation to try human rights persecu-
tors who committed their crimes 
long ago on foreign soil. 
Among those appearing at the 
conference are: Elizabeth Holtzman 
(Brooklyn, NY), Colonel G.I.A.D. 
Draper (Sussex, England), Paul Bril-
man (Amsterdam, Holland), Robert 
Greenwood (Sydney, Australia), 
Marian Mushkat (Tel Aviv, Israel), 
David Ruzitl (Paris, France), Jules 
Deschenes (Ottawa, Canada), Bruce 
Einhorn (Washington, DC) 
; 
MARK YOUR CALENDARS! The Annual Spring Telethon is 
scheduled for Monday through Thursday evenings, April · 11 -14, m 
More Hall on the Chestnut Hill Campus. All members of the Law 
School community are cordially invited to participate in this event. 
A buffet dinner will begin at 5:30 p.m., followed by calling until 
approximately 9:00 p.m. The Telethon has proven to be a very 
effective way of raising funds for the Law_ School. If you wish to 
attend one or more evenings, please deposit in the Law School Fund 
campus mailbox, a note with your name and the evening(s) you plan 
to attend. Debbi MacFail or Linda Glennon at the Law School Fund 
Office will be happy to answer any questions at x3734, or stop by the 
Development Office on the second floor of Barat House. Dean DiLuna 
will also have a sign-up sheet available in her office. 
D.O.A. Survives Strict Security 
by Paul A. Nappi 
Police officers stand around an in-
terrogation room focussing their at-
tention on a weary, weakened man 
coughing and gagging in front of a 
video camera perched nearby wait-
ing to capture the man's every syll-
able. In talking with the police, the 
man claims that a murder has oc-
curred. When asked who was mur-
dered, the man responds, "I was 
murdered D.O.A." At this point, the 
film launches into the story, recount-
ing the last 36 hours of the life of 
Dexter Cornell. 
Dennis Quaid plays Dexter Cor-
nell, the published novelist and 
burned-out English professor whose 
secure position on a university 
faculty provides a nice shelter from 
his fears of artistic failure. Cornell's 
youthful passion and fire for life 
have long since dwindled to a mere 
flicker, resulting 'in the destruction 
of his marriage with his wife Gail 
(played by Jane Kaczmarek). To add 
to his troubles, Cornell must also 
contend with Nick Lang, a high-
strung precocious student intent on 
becoming a novelist. Having relin-
quished his first novel to his mentor 
for critical appraisal, Lang hounds 
Cornell for professional feedback. 
Cornell, tormented by his own 
problems, hasn't got much time for 
his anxious student. Before long, 
Cornell discovers that he hasn't got 
much time for anything at all. Lang, 
moments after nagging Cornell 
about his novel, winds up dead in an 
apparent suicide. As if the student's 
suicide wasn't enough, Cornell inad-
vertently realizes that his wife had 
been sleeping with Lang. Later, Cor-
nell finds solace first in the comfort 
of numerous martini glasses at a lo-
cal bar and then, after a case of the 
beer goggles, in the warmth of a 
freshman student's bed (where he 
The SMH Approach 
Question Practice _ 
passes out before even a good night 
kiss). Awakening the next day with 
a seemingly bad hangover, Cornell 
goes to the campus infirmary where 
he discovers that the cause of his ill-
ness was not an overdose of marti-
nis, but instead, an excessive dosage 
of radium chloride, a slow acting poi-
son that he had ingested. This poi-
son, however, .µas no antidote and 
Cornell realizes that he only has 
twenty-four hours to live. (I'd say 
that Dex has had a really bad day). 
From this point, the film shifts 
into high gear as Dexter Cornell 
races against the clock to determine 
who "murdered" him. spends 
most of his remaining hours follow-
ing a trail that brings him no closer 
to his killer than when he started. Fi-
nally, with virtually no life left, Cor-
nell accidentally stumbles onto the 
clue that unlocks the puzzle for him 
and reveals the killer. 
D.O.A. is a remake of a 1949 film 
of the same name starring Edmund 
O'Brien in the leading role. D.O.A. 
is one of the more entertaining sus-
pense films that has been released in 
the last few months. From the mo-
ment that Cornell realizes that he 
only has twenty-four hours to live, 
the tension builds and keeps the 
viewer on edge until the mystery is 
solved in the final moments of the 
film. The suspense in this film is 
achieved not through the use of 
scare techniques, used in thrillers 
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such as Fatal Attraction, but in-
stead, through a plot that takes a 
sufficient number of twists and 
turns, leading Cornell down dead-
end trails, until the final twist dur-
ing the climax when the real mur-
derer is revealed. The film creates a 
constant tension level once the clock 
begins to tick agai~st Cornell after 
he discovers that he has been poi-
soned. Whereas most suspense films 
rely on a series of "shock sequences" 
in which tension builds to a crescen-
do in anticipation of a surprise, this 
film keeps a steady undercurrent of 
tension. The viewer already knows 
what will ultimately happen to the 
protagonist, but the real tepsion lies_ 
in watching the hero struggle with 
every last moment of his life to ac-
complish a Herculean task, knowing 
the entire time that he will be dead 
in a few hours. He lives the last 
twenty-four hours of his life with 
more burning intensity and passion 
than most people ever feel in a life-
time. 
Dennis Quaid delivers an out-
. standing performance as Dexter 
Cornell, a man whose life has been 
tragically cut short by a murderer, 
but who has just enough time to 
solve his own murder. Quaid, who 
usually brings a requisite amount of 
subdued cockiness to his roles with 
his boyish grin and deep-set eyes, 
paints an entirely different portrait 
of a man who doesn't have all of the 
answers, but instead, struggles in 
his dying moments to find some of 
them. In less than a year, Quaid has 
been in four popular movies: Inner-
space, The Big Easy, Suspect and 
D. 0.A. With a number of lesser 
know-ii movies under his belt, and an 
excellent performance as Gordon 
"Gordo" Cooper in The Right Stuff, 
Quaid has demonstrated that he will 
be a cinematic force to contend with 
in the near future. Meg Ryan also 
delivers a fine performance as the 
naive co-ed who gets dragged into 
the mystery because of a simple 
crush that she had on her English 
professor. Although creating the im-
pression of a ditzy airhead, Ryan's 
character seems to turn the tables on 
Cornell by teaching him a thing or 
two about enjoying life and not tak-
ing people for granted. Directed by 
Rocky Morton and Annabel J ankel, 
and based on a screenplay written 
by Charles Edward Pogue (The Fly, 
Psycho III), D. O.A. is a fine thriller 
that comes highly recommended. 
,, I sciw some of your competitors' 
products~nd honestly, all they have 
is substantive-law. The ''practice" 
element on questio~s-missing. ,, 
The Jury's In on Dining Out: 
Cambridge Offers 
Cajun Cooking 
by Natalie Stella,. 
Asparagus at LAW 
We all know that Cajun food has 
become the new dining experience 
for the "in" crowd. However, one be-
gins to wonder just how authentic 
the meal is when the chef is from 
New York and speaks with an En-
glish accent. If you want the real 
thing, try Huval's Cajun Restaurant 
near Fresh Pond Circle, Cambridge 
(661-4504). The owner, Ike Huval, is 
directly from the Louisiana bayous 
and even the chef and staff are im-
ported from Cajun country. 
The menu is distinctly Cajun since 
it is kept simple. Appetizers include 
bite-sized fried catfish, fried craw-
fish, seafood gumbo (a soup-like dish 
with shrimp, crawfish, crabmeat & 
oysters with rice), and the Cajun 
delicacy of fried alligator. Really, the 
alligator tastes better than it sounds 
and I suggest that you try it. All of 
the appetizers range in price from 
$3.95 to $5.95. The specialties in-
clude red beans and rice with 
sausage for $6.95, Chicken or 
seafood gumbo for $7.95, Alligator 
sauce piquante for $10.50, and Ca-
jun popcorn (fried crawfish) for 
$11.50. There's also blackened red-
fish for $12.95, and broiled or crab-
meat stuffed red snapper for those 
less adventurous. I strongly suggest 
that you try the shrimp or crawfish 
etouffe (a2fay)-the ultimate in Cajun 
dining. It is served in a butter sauce 
over rice and is slightly spicy. None 
of the food is too spicy, but for those 
who like their food spicier, there is 
Louisiana hot sauce and red pepper 
on every table. They also have "Po-
Boy Sandwiches" which is a Cajun 
sub. There are shrimp, catfish, oys-
ter, hamburger, and cheeseburger 
each for $3.95. 
As Ike Huval explains, Cajun food 
is not fancy. Ike serves homestyle 
cooking with big portions in a 
homestyle way. The deserts are 
fresh baked on the premises daily 
and the warm pecan pie I had was 
the best that I ever tasted. All in all, 
if you want a true Cajun dining ex-
perience without having to fly to 
Breaux Bridge, Louisiana, go to 
Huval's and don't forget to tell them 
that you go to B.C. Law and know 
a Cajun guy named Quinn Hebert. 
You'll be sure to get special treat-
ment. Until next time, good dining. 
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ALLEDGER SPORTS 
Red Sox Ramblings; the Alledg~r Opening Day Preview 
by Dave Rocchio 
In two weeks the boys of summer 
head north from · the warmth of 
Winter Haven to the frigid air ' of 
Boston. The story which follows has 
neither any bearing on the outcome 
of the upcoming baseball season nor 
any basis in fact, but, as with all 
sports writing, speaks with 
authority. 
The Boston Red Sox' mound 
masters for '88 are to the Red Sox 
what the Aircraft carrier was to the 
U.S. Navy in WWlI. Roger Clemens 
mows down all hitters he faces. (For 
some reason it appears he pitches 
only against Kansas City in Spring 
Training-he 's struck out -most of 
those boys twice-this means either 
that Roger is great or Kansas City 
is in for a long summer.) Bruce 
Hurst suffered from a vexing case of 
Mono, and is only recently reco-
vered. Mr. Hurst has to worry about 
being able to pitch as well late in the 
season as he is pitching right now. 
Dennis Boyd should be at Cy Young 
strength walking around with his 
baby boy introducing him to anyone 
who is near. He works hard and has 
the dedication of a priest. The Can · 
aims his pitches with the precision 
of a exocet missile. The man's work 
is art. Jeff Sellers doesn't like his 
job, but will hopefully win games 
anyway. Roger Clemens has made 
Sellers his protege, which has to date 
done no good. (Sellers doesn't join 
his mentor in the three-hour daily 
iron-man workouts the Rocket man 
hosts.) Releasing Mike Smithson 
may be the worst mistake the Min-
nesota Twins ever made. So far he 
has pitched like a surgeon: place-
ment, placement, placement. Lee 
Smith is a big man. Lee Smith 
throws the ball 98 miles per hour. 
Sparky Anderson put it best in his 
oft repeated quote: "now we have 
seven innings to beat the Red Sox. '' 
The infield is steady, slow and all 
smiles. Dwight Evans should have 
a year like last. The outfield is where 
the drama is. 
Ellis Burks was having a great 
spring and should be ready to break 
Brady Anderson's or Todd Ben-
zinger's heart by opening day. He is 
a great ballplayer: fast, big bat, 
signs tons of autographs before each 
game, and talks to the fans in center 
field. Jim Rice is on the comeback 
trail. He actually seems happy for 
the first time in fifteen years in 
Boston (smiles on TV alot, signs au-
tographs in Florida, calls his team-
mates by their first names, hasn't 
punched Dan "I hate Boston" 
Shaughnessy (yet). Jimbo has the 
most in common with Mike Green-
well (the only player he doesn't call 
by his first name). Neither can run, 
both hit like machines, and neither 
gives good interviews. 
The Jim Rice, Ellis Burks, Mike 
Greenwell/Brady Anderson outfield 
is a great one if (a) Ellis Burks runs 
like hell on every fly ball, (b) Jim Ed 
hits the ball (which he has been do-
ing all spring-they've just all been 
caught) and (c) Brady Anderson gets 
to play. Which brings up Todd Ben-
zinger and Sam Horn. Trade 'em. 
(Even though ole' Sam is a hero of 
the kids at Fenway and should hit 
The SMH Approach 
We Put It All Together 
,, The course was well structured 
and sensibly paced . .. ,, 
50 moon shots this summer). 
Rich Gedman is back. He works 
all day every day on his hitting with 
guru Walt. So far in spring training 
he 's hit only one home run but he 's 
given all major league outfields lots 
of running work. "Geddy the Mil-
lionaire,'' as we in the press call him, 
is on the comeback trail. 
Finally, Bob Stanley can't pitch 
(just yet) but looks great. 
Go Sox go. At this point I'd make 
the Alledger prediction of 100 wins, 
a Cy Young, leaders in strike outs, 
hits, home runs, runs scored, on base 
percentage, and league MVP all 
from the hometown boys, but this is 
Boston and we all know what hap-
pened.last time. No predictions. Talk 






Asterisk marks location of BCLS' Opening Day Contingent 
From the Court to the 'Courtroom 
by Chris McCarthy 
If highly touted Big East champi-
on Syrecuse had made it to the Fi-
nal Four, Kirk Jackson would have 
been wearing an extra-wide smile. 
Maybe he would have donned his 
own Final Four mementos, a white 
gold diamond ring and watch, for old 
times' sake . .. After all, he was 
there. 
The affable lL was a veteran of 
the 1974-75 Syracuse team that 
weathered March Madness before 
bowing out to Kentucky in the semi-
finals in San Diego. He has been 
called-up as a varsity reserve two-
thirds of the way through the sea-
son, and, next thing he knew, the 
Orange had captured the ECAC ti-
tle and won the Mid-East Regional 
and were on to San Diego. Jackson 
now found himself at courtside with 
some of the ballplayers he had 
grown up watching on TV, like Phil 
Ford and David Thompson. 
UCLA prevailed that year and 
sent its legendary coach, John Woo-
den into retirement. The Orange 
finished fourth, but the experience 
was a once-in-a-lifetime thrill. 
"I remember how crazy the students 
friends got. You knew your friends at 
home were watching TV and you'd 
look to see the cameras,'' recalled 
Jackson. But all of this hoopla 
wasn't too bad, as Jackson didn't 
enter Syracuse with basketball atop 
his agenda. Along these lines, J' ack-
son observed that "My greatest as-
set was my mind, more than my 
20-foot jump shot. In fact, the mind 
had gotten him an academic scholar-
ship to the school. 
However, during the summer be-
fore his freshman year, Jackson 
· joined forces with another walk-on 
aspirant and started taking on Syra-
cuse's new recruits on city 
playgrounds. Jackson cited it as a 
Syracuse tradition to try to beat the 
guys that play for the University. 
The recruits couldn't beat him, so 
they joined him ... with the team, 
that is. 
The 6'1' ', 160-pound guard who 
had helped Yonkers (NY) High 
School to a state ranking of fourth 
had won a spot on the Syracuse 
freshman team. This squad emerged 
as the highest scoring freshman 
team in the country. In fact, Jack-
son jokingly asserts that the team 
was so good that "the coaches could 
have gone into the stands and drank 
beer and we still would have won." 
Kirk's perimeter shooting and 
defense helped him move up to the 
junior varsity the next year. Late 
that season he got the call that led 
to the Final Four. However, the eu-
phoria ended soon enough. Midway 
through his junior year Kirk decid-
ed that five and a half hours in the 
gym each day _to sit on the bench 
wasn't worth the commitment. Of 
course, he still hung out with the 
team and hosted recruits, like Louis 
Orr, that helped turn Syracuse into 
a national force in the late 1970's. 
Besides, Jackson had other goals. 
One was graduation and further edu-
cation (like law school and a nearly 
completed Masters in Public Ad-
ministration) and another was polit-
ics. In fact, his post-graduation bid 
to become Yonkers ' first black elect-
ed official fell a scant 94 votes short. 
Not bad for a man just out of col-
lege. Even today, he's still consider:-
ing running for office on a statewide 
or higher level. 
After working for insurance and 
communications companies and 
serving a stint in the army, Jackson 
set off to the Heights where he has 
won a LSA seat and chairs the 
BLSA for the combined Boston 
Area Law Schools. Jackson feels 
that "Most schools in the area don 't 
have overt racial problems, but 
that 's not to say there aren't any ra-
cial undertones. There are some anti-
minority sentiments. " He further 
emphasizes the importance of a 
diverse student body and faculty at 
BCLS. 
Curiously, Jackson was conspicu-
ously absent from the 1988 BCLS 
hoop squad, which undoubtedly 
would have cruised to the Final Four 
with him. However, after two knee 
operations, he doesn't play the game 
anymore. Rather, he concentrates on 
his first love, tennis. 
Of course, there 's still Orange in 
his blood. Last year his phone bills 
hit the ozone when he started call-
ing his old teammates to talk about 
the good old days. Still, he hasn't 
done badly for a walk-on. 
